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Abstract— Digital Watermarking is the process of embedding 
data called watermark or signature or label or tag into a 
multimedia object (image or audio or video) so that the 
watermark can be extracted for ownership verification or 
authentication. A visible watermark is a secondary translucent 
image overlaid into the primary image and appears visible to a 
viewer on a careful inspection. The invisible watermark is 
embedded in such a way that the modifications made to the pixel 
value is perceptually not noticed and it can be recovered only 
with an appropriate decoding mechanism 
This paper presents an invisible image watermarking scheme for 
copyright protection and temper detection. The secret key 
encryption algorithm is used for embedding the watermark using 
LSB technique. The verification (the watermark extraction) 
process uses the same key as in encryption, and hence it can be 
used for copyright protection of digital media such as images, 
audio and video. The proposed method able to detect any 
modification made in the image pixels.  
 

Keywords— Digital Watermarking, Secret key, Encryption, 
Decryption, Least Significant Bit. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Digital Watermarking is the process of embedding data called 
watermark or signature or label or tag into a multimedia object 
(image or audio or video) so that the watermark can be 
extracted for ownership verification or authentication. This 
technology is becoming important due to the popularity of 
usages of images on web. 
 In general any watermarking algorithm consist of 
three parts [1]- 
       

 Watermark 
 The encoder 
 The decoder 

 
Watermarking techniques can be divided into various 

categories in various ways [1]. Watermarking techniques can 

be divided into four categories according to the type of 

document to be watermarked as follows: 

 Text Watermarking 

 Image Watermarking 

 ·Audio Watermarking 

 Video Watermarking 

In other way, the digital watermarks can be divided into three 

different types as follows: 

 Visible watermark 

 Invisible-Robust watermark 

 Invisible-Fragile watermark 

In Visible watermarking watermark appears visible 
to a casual viewer on a careful inspection. The invisible-robust 
watermark is embedded in such a way that alternations made 
to the pixel value are perceptually not noticed and it can be 
recovered only with appropriate decoding mechanism. The 
invisible-fragile watermark is embedded in such a way that 
any manipulation or modification of the image would alter or 
destroy the watermark. 

In this paper we used invisible watermarking. The 
watermark is encoded using secrete Key so that the ownership 
of the images can be verified using the same key. In such a 
system, the owner of the image inserts a watermark using a 
secret key K. In the watermark extraction procedure, the 
owner uses the same key [3] to prove ownership of the object. 
This technique is very useful for copyright protection, and it 
prevent illegal use of the multimedia content without the prior 
permission of owner. The proposed scheme is also capable of 
detecting any changes made in the pixel values of the image, 
this is achieved by inserting the image hash along with the 
encrypted message digest in the image. 

 The rest of the paper is organised as follows : In 
section 2 the proposed scheme is described in detail ; 
experimental results are presented in section 3 and 
conclusions are drawn in section 4. 

 

II. PROPOSED SCHME 

 
The basic idea of proposed scheme is to provide Image 

Integrity and Copyright protection which uses cryptographic 
functions such as encryption for copyright protection and hash 
function for Image Integrity. The working of the proposed 
scheme involve following steps- 

A. Watermark Embedding Algorithm 

The watermark embedding process is stated in the 
following algorithm- 
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(1) Consider an image X in which the watermark to be 
inserted and M be a message (owners information’s).  

(2) Let H (.) be a cryptographic function such as MD5or 
SHA-1 [2]. The Message digest  is computed as- 

 
H(M)=(P1,P2,P3………………Ps) 

Where Pi denote the output bits of hash 
function and s is the size of the hash value that depends 
upon the type of the hash function such as s=128 for 
MD5 and s=160 bits for SHA-1. 

(3) The Image hash is computed as- 
(a) First the Binary image B is crated from the original 

image X. 
(b)Then Image hash is computed using hash function 

such as MD5 or SHA-1 
    i.e. I = H(X) 
 
 (4) Then watermark W is generated by encrypting 
message digest Ps using symmetric key cryptosystem [3] 
as: 

         W= EK (Ps  ) 
                Where E(.) is an encryption function of the 
symmetric key system and K is the secrete key. 

 
(5) Embed the watermark bits and Image hash into LSB of 

original Image X. 
 
(6) Finally obtain the watermark image Xw 

 
Watermark Embedding Scheme is shown in fig.1 

 

 

B. Watermark Extraction  Algorithm 

    The watermark extracting process is stated in the   
following algorithm- 

(1) Extract encrypted Message digest and Image hash 
from LSB of watermark Image Xw. 

(2) Obtain the hash value using symmetric key algorithm 
i.e. P’s = DK(W’) 

Where D(.) is an decryption function and K  
is the owners secrete  key. 

(3) Compare P’s with recomputed hash value of message 
to prove the ownership of the image. 

(4) Similarly the Image hash is recomputed and compare 
for temper detection. 

 
Watermark extraction and verification process is 
shown in fig.2. 

 

III.  IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

           The proposed idea is implemented using Java 
development kit (JDK1.6). The cryptographic primitives are 
implemented using JCA. JCA provide a set of classes for the 
implementation of cryptographic function such as encryption, 
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decryption and hash.  The original image is being 
watermarked using this proposed scheme (shown in fig. 3 and 
4). The proposed algorithm is tested for different payloads.    

The quality of the watermark image against the 
embedding payload is tested in terms of three parameters: 
Histograms, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Mean 
Square Error (MSE). Larger is the PSNR better is the quality 
of image and smaller is the MSE better is quality of image. 
The MSE is obtain using following formula- 

 

 
 
Where X, Y are the dimensions of the original and 

watermarked image respectively. 
 

The PSNR values are obtain using following formula- 
 

PSNR=  

 
Where MSE is the mean square error and MAX is 

maximum pixel value of image..In general watermark images 
with PSNR value 30dB are acceptable.  

If we look the histograms of watermark images with 
payload 2kb, 5kb, 10kb and 14kb (as shown in fig. 5 to 9) and 
histogram of original image, we find that both are almost 
same. The experimental results with respect to Peak Signal to 
Noise Ratio and Mean Square Error are shown in table1. It is 
clear from the results that the PSNR value is greater than the 
acceptable values i.e. 30dB and MSE values are also in 
acceptable range.  

 
 

Fig.3: Original Image 
 

 
Fig.4: Watermark Image 
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Fig. 5 : Histogram of Original Image 
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        Fig.5 : Histogram of Watermark Image 

 with 2kb of  payload  
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       Fig.6: Histogram of Watermark Image 

 with 5kb of payload  
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        Fig.7 : Histogram of Watermark Image 

 with 10kb of payload  
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        Fig.5 : Histogram of Watermarkl Image 

 with 14kb of payload  
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Embedding capacity 
in KB 

Mean Square 
Error(MSE) 

Peak Signal to 
Noise Ratio(PSNR) 

2kb 2.85e-002 63.6 dB 
5kb 6.92e-002 59.7dB 
10kb 1.33e-001 56.9dB 
14kb 1.85e-001 55.5 dB 

            Table 1 : PSNR and MSE values 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 

       The Digital Watermarking technology is becoming 
important due to the popularity of usages of images on web.  
In invisible watermarking technique the watermark is 
embedded in such a way that the modifications made to the 
pixel value is perceptually not noticed and it can be recovered 
only with an appropriate decoding mechanism. This paper 
presented invisible watermarking scheme for copyright 
protection of images. The watermark is generated by 
encrypting the message digest using symmetric key algorithm. 
Then the generated watermark along with the image hash is 
embedded into LSB of original image.  

The verification process uses the same key as in 
encryption and hence it can be used for the copyright 
protection of the images. During the verification process the 
received hash is compared with the recomputed hash to prove 
the ownership. Similarly the image hash is compared with the 
recomputed image hash for detecting any modifications made 
in the image pixels. This technique provides high capacity and 
minimum computations. Further we can improve this method 
by embedding the watermark into DCT coefficients.  
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